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Data processin in an en ‘neerin environment, such as a CAD 
system or a be ographic Y F nforma ion System CGIS). requires a 

iticantly different database architecture in bufferm and user- 
ir%%;i,. 22 that developed for conventional business 

- A CAD or GIS transaction t ically involves a number of steps and 
intermediate results. This eature reauires a manaeeable data T 
check-out environment. 

-The CAD and GIS systems are characterized by 
function distribution as they are facilitated with 

hi h degree of 
f . versa rle specially 

designed workstations, which may be more suitable than the main 
system for performing certain types of transactions. This feature 
requires a 
environment. 

distributed management over the check-out 

-The database obects check-out are just 
i 

kmpora 
copies. This fea ure requires the handling of ynamic data ?I 

swappable 

distribution, rather than static distribution. 
In order to provide such an engineering ap lication environment in 
this aper a new a preach for managing mu trple Database Windows 
(DBd;) is pro~c? 

P- 
which may be considered as an issue in between 

DDB and mu ticache management, and augments two major t 
revious a 

tI & 
roaches, the database program interface [Stan 84 Chen Yp 

es of 

5ab, 861 elk 831, which did not support distributed management 
over the check-out environment; and the statical1 
database (DDB), which did not cover the notion of B 

distributed 

swapping. 
ynamic data 

A DBW, residing on a workstation connected to the Main database 
(MDB), is handled as, first1 
objects copied from the L 

a check-out environment, containing 
DB, together with the universally 

quantified constrains on these objects, which provides an extended 
programming environment for the MDB; secondly, a semi- 
mde ndent system supported by a local data manager, where data 
can c manipulated by multiple users; and finally, a buffer of data 
swappin 

d 
not for keeping Iixed set of data, but for buffering the 

require date for the current applications. 

For example, we use the following statement on our GIS to define a 
DBW named “map”, containing certain feature data of a digital map 
“J-47”. as 
DEFINE ma ON station a INCLUDE J-47 WHERE feature = 
“elevation” A D feature --“land use” k 
The local 
traditional 

mana ement of a DBW is quite different from the 
data ase % 

control, as 
approaches in concurrency and recovery 

- Allowing non-serialized sub-transactions for cooperative work at a 
DBW, through issuing certain commands mentioned above. 

- Global state update is made only after the transaction, including its 
all sub-transactions, has been completed. 

-At a DBW, upon failure of satisfying predefined constraints or 

IT 
St-conditions, 
aditionally. 

the update effects are not completely erased as 

These features provide a tolerant environment for long duration, 
conscious decisions involved engineering tasks. 
The global mana 
dynamic distribu 

ement of a multi-DDW system is characterized by 
f ion. Issues must be taken into account include data 

coherence problem, caused by the existence of multiple access paths 
to each lope database ob’ect and Missin 
b improper ordering o 
&SW. 

f’ F P 
operation roblem, caused 

a DROP opera ton and a ransaction at a 

To describe the operational behavior of a multi-DBW system 
mentioned above we refine the concept of a transaction T, as a 5- 
tuple(A, PA, IC, U, PU) where 
-A is a set of actions,.which may cause a tern 

state, but is undesirable to be followed r 
rary inconsistent 

synchronization effort, 
y an immediate 

- PA is a partial order on A, 
- IC is a set of integrity constraints, 
- U is a set of post-actions for enforcing the system legality, such as 

update synchronization, acceptance test, recovery, 
- PU is a set of protocols on U. 

an extended database stat D- as the combination of the 

We propose a DBW semi-centralized (while also taking into account 
the dominant role of MDB) update synchronization 
differin from usual DDB approaches by handling 

a proach, 
f; 

distribu Ion, in which timestamps are employed and 9. ,y,“t”% 
transactions (rather than data items), however, viewing DBW 
OPEN/ADD, CLOSE/DROP operations as transactions, and as 
interru 
factor or ordering. P 

tions to the system, the timestamps may not be the only 

The polic 
with con ff 

of handling an OPEN/ADD request A and a transaction T 
mt data set, depends on 

(a) ifT is bernd.its computation (new yalues of data) phase but at its 
update sync ronmation phase, it has higher priority. 
0~) if T is within the computation phase,.timestamps ordering is the 

eneral 
B B 

rinciple, however, if a user desires to sacrifice consmtenc 
or spee , transfering inconsistent data (such as a unfinished design 3 

in read-only mode is allowed. 
The 
T wi r. 1 

licy of handlin a CLOSE/DROP request D and a transaction 
h conflict data se , depends on 

(a) both are issued at a same site, then if D is issued earlier, T is to be 
canceled, otherwise D must be post 
ensure the update effects transfer E” 

ned until T is completed, to 
too her sites of the system. 

committed and % 
(b) T is ropa ated from a foreign site, then D always can be 

be canceled (only at this site), since the update at 
this DBW becomes insignificant. 
For a usual transaction T initiated at DBWi, the update 
s 
r’ 

nchronization is generally based on timestamps ordering principle. 
he algorithm includes the following steps: 

1. Checking environment, and computing new values if the checking 

requests. - 
3. Global updating. 
At phase 1 the 
checked at MDB 6 

ssible conflict between T and ADD requests is 
determine if T should be postponed The possible 

conflict between’T and DROP requests submitted to bBwi is also 
checked, if there is T is to be canceled. At 
conflicts between T and DROP requests su t 

hase 2 and 3 the possible 
mitted to MDB and other 

involved DBW’s are checked, to see if the update effects are still 
necessary over there. 
This al orithm, beside handlin 
to/from b BW’s, has as sufBcien f 

the dynamic data ADD/DROP 
condition as two 

(corresponding to phase 2 and 3) for consistency [Esw 7 8 
hase locking 
I. 
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